
Workshop:  Implicit and mixed solvation models with QM methods 

Synopsis: During this workshop you will explore the effect of solvation in water by different 
methods on the excited states of the nucleobase Thymine. For this you will perform geometry 
optimisations via density functional theory (DFT) on the ground state of Thymine in the gas phase, 
with implicit PCM solvation, and implicit PCM solvation + explicit water molecules. Vertical 
excitation energies will then be computed by linear response time-dependent (LR TD-) DFT and 
compared. Excited state geometry optimisations will also be performed to observe the effect 
solvation has on these geometries.

Methods: The density functional and basis set you will be using is B3LYP and 3-21G. You will be 
performing the calculations in Gaussian, and visualising the results in GaussView. 

1. Gas Phase Calculations
1.1 Ground state geometry optimisation

(i) Open GaussView and make Thymine as shown above.

In detail:
 Click File>New>Create Molecule Group if a new molecule window has not automatically 

opened
 Click on Ring Fragment (top left, hexagon icon) and select the pyramidine fragment. 
 Click on the new molecule window to paste this fragment. 
 Then (double) click the Element Fragment (top left, next to Ring Fragment) to select =O 

and replace the Hydrogens on Carbons 2 and 4 with the carbonyl groups. 
 To add Hydrogens to the Nitrogens, click on Element Fragment, then click on N tetravalent 

and replace the trivalent Nitrogens in positions 1 and 3 with tetravalent Nitrogens.
 To add the methyl group, click on Element Fragment again, choose C tetravalent, then 

replace the Hydrogen in position 5 with the C tetravalent.
 Finally, click on Edit > Clean to quickly optimise the structure.

Tip: If you make a mistake at any point, click Edit>Undo (Ctrl+Z)

Check: Does the starting geometry resemble the image above? Is it planar?
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(ii) Run an optimisation + frequency job in the gas phase on this structure:

In detail:
 Click on Calculate > Gaussian Calculation Setup
 In the Job Type tab click “Opt+Freq”, 
 In the Method tab choose Method: “Ground State > DFT > Default Spin > B3LYP” and 

Basis Set: “3-21G”
 Give your job a title in the Title tab
 In the Link0 tab choose Chkpoint File: “Default name”, Shared Processors: “Specify: 4”
 In the General tab uncheck “Write Connectivity”, and check “Additional Print”
 In the Guess tab choose Guess Method: “Default”
 In the Solvent tab choose Model: “None”
 Delete any Additional Keywords at the bottom
 Click on “Edit..” > “Save”, click on “Write Cartesians” at the bottom, give your file a name 

and click on “Save”. Tip: name your file something to make it easily and uniquely 
identifiable, e.g. thy-b3-321g-gas-s0_min-opt.com

 Your file will pop up, check the header lines to make sure they correspond to the options 
you have added, then close it and click “OK” to submit to Gaussian.

 Alternatively, you can click “Cancel” and edit the file further in a text editor before submitting
from the terminal via the script ./launchg16.sh filename (without the .com extension)

Check: When geometry optimisation is complete open the .log file in GaussView. Click 
Result>Vibrations. Are there any imaginary (negative) frequencies? 

If there are imaginary frequencies, follow this procedure to remove:
 Select the imaginary (negative) frequency in the vibration window
 Select “Manual Displacement” and give it a value of apprx. 0.5 (or slightly larger)
 Click on “Save Structure”
 Click on Calculate>Gaussian Calculation Setup to re-run the opt+freq job on this geometry 

to try to remove this imaginary frequency, following the instructions above.
 Give your new job a different name, e.g. thy-b3-321g-gas-s0_min-opt2.com

Q1: What are the C=O and N-H bond lengths of the optimised structure?

C2=O:

C4=O:

N1-H:

N3-H:
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1.2 Vertical excitation energies

(iii) Using the optimised geometry from (ii) click Calculate > Gaussian Calculation Setup and run a 
time-dependent calculation with 4 excited states.

In detail:
 In the Job Type tab click “Energy”
 In the Method tab, change “Ground State” to “TD-SCF”. Check the “Solve for More States” 

box and set “N=4”
 Give your job a title in the Title tab
 In the Link0 tab choose Chkpoint File: “Default name”, Shared Processors: “Specify: 4”
 In the General tab uncheck “Write Connectivity”
 In the Guess tab change Guess Method to “Default”
 In the solvation tab change Model to “None”
 Delete any Additional Keywords at the bottom
 Click on “Edit..” > “Save” and submit to Gaussian as in (ii)

Q2: What are the vertical energies of the lowest 2 excited states? (Tip: Open the .log file in a text 
editor and search for “oscillator”)

Q3: Which are the main orbital transitions responsible for each of these excited states?

Q4: What is the character of these excited states?

In detail: 
 To visualise the orbitals, open the chk file in GaussView (N.B. if this doesn’t work, you will 

need to make a formchk file from the terminal via the formchk utility:
/usr/license/gaussian/g16/formchk filename.chk)

 Click Results>Surfaces/Contours, then Cube Actions>New Cube
 Type the numbers of the orbitals you want, separated by commas, or dashes for a range
 Click Surface Actions>New Surface on each the generated Cubes
 Click Surface Actions>Show/Hide on each the surfaces when they are all generated from 

the cubes to determine the type of orbital, and hence the character of the transition.
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2. PCM(water) Calculations
2.1 Ground state geometry optimisation

(iv) Run an opt+freq job in PCM(water) for thymine. Follow the same calculation procedure as (ii), 
but in the Solvation tab click on Model: “Default” and Solvent: “Water”.

Tip: Open the .log file from the gas phase geometry optimisation in (ii) in GaussView for the 
starting structure for this calculation.  

Check: Are there any imaginary (negative) frequencies?

Q5: What are the C=O and N-H bond lengths and how do they compare to the gas phase 
calculations?

C2=O:

C4=O:

N1-H:

N3-H:

2.2 Vertical excitation energies

(v) Using the optimised geometry from (iv) run a time-dependent calculation with 4 excited states 
following the procedure from (iii), but remembering to add solvation like in (iv).

Q6: What are the energies for the 2 lowest states now and what is their character?

Q7: What is the difference from the gas phase, and why have they changed energy?
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3. PCM(water) + Explicit Water Calculations
3.1 +1 Explicit Water: Ground state geometry optimisation

(vi) Starting from the geometry obtained in (iv), add 1 explicit water molecule via the GaussView 
builder.

Tips: Think about where the explicit water might hydrogen bond. After you place it, you can alter its
position with the “Modify Bond”, “Modify Angle” and “Modify Dihedral” tools in GaussView.

(vii) Run an opt+freq calculation on this geometry.

Tips: To make the calculation run faster, use loose convergence criteria – after clicking “Edit..” and 
“Save” in the calculation setup, in the input file modify the line with “opt” on it to read “opt=loose”.
If the calculation doesn’t converge, try a different position for the water molecule.
If you are stuck, look at Int. J. Mol. Sci., 2000, 1, 17; J. Phys. Chem. A, 2015, 119, 5476; or J. Am. 
Chem. Soc. 2006, 128, 607.

Check: Are there any imaginary (negative) frequencies?

Q8: What are the C=O and N-H bond lengths now and how do they compare to the previous 
calculations?

C2=O:

C4=O:

N1-H:

N3-H:

3.2 +1 Explicit Water: Vertical excitation energy

(viii) Starting from the geometry obtained in (vii), run a time-dependent calculation with 4 excited 
states.

Q9: What is the energy and orbital character of the 2 lowest excited states now? How have they 
changed from only PCM?
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3.3 +2 Explicit Waters: Ground state geometry optimisation

(ix) Starting from the geometry obtained in (vii), add another explicit water molecule and run an 
opt+freq calculation

Check: Are there any imaginary (negative) frequencies?

Q10: What are the C=O and N-H bond lengths now and how do they compare to the previous 
calculations?

C2=O:

C4=O:

N1-H:

N3-H:

3.4 +2 Explicit Waters: Vertical excitation energy

(x) Starting from the geometry obtained in (ix), run a time-dependent calculation with 4 excited 
states.

Q11: What are the energy and character of the 2 lowest excited states now? How have they 
changed?
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4. Excited State Geometry Optimisation

4.1 Gas Phase

(xi) Starting from the geometry obtained in (ii), run an opt+freq calculation for the 1st excited state.

Tip: As well as opt+freq, you need to specify this is a TD-SCF calculation in the Method tab, with 
N=4 states as previous, but you need to also click “State of Interest, Root = 1”

Check: Are there any imaginary (negative) frequencies?

Q12: What is the character of the state you have found the minimum for? What is the energy gap 
to the ground state?

Q13: What are the C=O and N-H bond lengths now and why is the geometry different compared to
the ground state?

C2=O:

C4=O:

N1-H:

N3-H:

(xii) Run an opt+freq calculation for the 2nd excited state.

Check: Are there any imaginary (negative) frequencies?

Q14: What is the character of the state you have found the minimum for now?
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4.2 PCM(Water) Only

(xiii) Starting from the geometry obtained in (iv), run an opt+freq calculation for the 1st excited state.

Check: Are there any imaginary (negative) frequencies?

Q15: What is the character and energy of this state?

Q16: What are the C=O and N-H bond lengths?

C2=O:

C4=O:

N1-H:

N3-H:

4.3 PCM(Water) +1 Explicit Water

(xiv) Starting from the geometry obtained in (vii), run an opt+freq calculation for the 1st excited 
state.

Check: Are there any imaginary (negative) frequencies?

Q17: What is the character and energy of this state?

Q18: What are the C=O and N-H bond lengths?

C2=O:

C4=O:

N1-H:

N3-H:
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4.4 PCM(Water) +2 Explicit Waters

(xv) Starting from the geometry obtained in (ix), run an opt+freq calculation for the 1st excited state.

Check: Are there any imaginary (negative) frequencies?

Q19: What is the character and energy of this state?

Q20: What are the C=O and N-H bond lengths?

C2=O:

C4=O:

N1-H:

N3-H:

Q21: What effect is explicitly including solvation molecules having on the excited state minimum?
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